AGENDA

1. Welcome c/o 2022 Tech Committee Student Reps
   a. Bowen Song bowen.song@med.wayne.edu
   b. Rami Youssef rami.youssef@med.wayne.edu

2. Maz computers labs (309, 324, 325) has had 3rd tray added. (Nelsen)

3. MD Lab Computers have all been reimaged. (MSIS)

4. Calculator (and other trusted Windows Store apps) are available on all of the lab computers. (Dozier)

5. CLS 2022 printing pages will be restored to 2000 pages before April 15. (Dozier / MSIS)

6. Desktop and Server support (MSIS) is now located Scott Hall 2206. (Dozier / MSIS)

7. Discussion (general updates, comments, questions)